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Eyes Absent Mediates Cross-Talk between
Retinal Determination Genes and the Receptor
Tyrosine Kinase Signaling Pathway
absent (eya), sine oculis (so), and dachshund (dac) in
Drosophila. The corresponding mammalian genes are
referred to as pax6 (homologue of both toy and ey), eya,
six, and dach, respectively. In Drosophila, eye-specific
loss-of-function alleles of ey, eya, and so cause loss of
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or severe defects in the eye (Treisman, 1999). Similarly,
in mammals, mutations in pax6, eya, and six are associ-
ated with eye and craniofacial defects (Wawersik andSummary
Maas, 2000). In addition, as initially demonstrated in
Drosophila (Halder et al., 1995) and subsequently in Xen-Eyes absent (eya) encodes a member of a network of
opus (Chow et al., 1999), overexpression of the retinalnuclear transcription factors that promotes eye develop-
determination genes can induce formation of eye tissuement in both vertebrates and invertebrates. Despite ex-
outside of the normal eye field. Thus, in both Drosophilatensive studies, the molecular mechanisms whereby
and vertebrates, activation of this cascade of genescell-cell signaling pathways coordinate the function
appears necessary and sufficient to promote eye devel-of this retinal determination gene network remain un-
opment, leading to the suggestion that the products ofknown. Here, we report that Drosophila Eya function
the retinal determination genes represent the “masteris positively regulated by mitogen-activated protein
control” elements regulating eye morphogenesis (Hal-kinase (MAPK)-mediated phosphorylation and that this
der et al., 1995).regulation extends to developmental contexts indepen-
The retinal determination genes encode nuclear pro-dent of eye determination. In vivo genetic analyses,
teins thought to function as transcription factors or co-together with in vitro kinase assay results, demon-
factors. PAX6 and SO family members contain homeo-strate that Eya is a substrate for extracellular signal-
domain motifs and serve as DNA binding transcriptionregulated kinase, the MAPK acting downstream in the
factors (Cheyette et al., 1994; Czerny et al., 1999; Quiringreceptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling pathway.
et al., 1994). EYA and DAC family proteins lack DNAThus, phosphorylation of Eya appears to provide a
binding domains and have been proposed to functiondirect regulatory link between the RTK/Ras/MAPK sig-
as transcriptional trans-activators (Bonini et al., 1993;naling cascade and the retinal determination gene
Chen et al., 1997; Mardon et al., 1994; Pignoni et al.,network.
1997). EYA has been shown to bind directly to SO and
DAC in both flies and mammals (Chen et al., 1997;Introduction
Heanue et al., 1999; Pignoni et al., 1997), suggesting
that the retinal determination gene products may as-Implementation of complex developmental decisions,
semble into a transcriptional complex. Genetic epistasis
such as the specification of a particular tissue or organ
analyses in Drosophila indicate a hierarchy of transcrip-
fate, requires temporally and spatially coordinated in-
tional regulation among the retinal determination genes,
puts from multiple signaling pathways. Genetic dissec- whereby toy activates expression of ey and ey subse-
tion of early patterning events in phylogenetically distant quently induces expression of eya, so, and dac (Chen
organisms has revealed that the core components of et al., 1997; Czerny et al., 1999; Halder et al., 1998;
these signaling modules are highly conserved and func- Pignoni et al., 1997). In addition, positive feedback loops
tion similarly during analogous phases of organogene- exist whereby ey, eya, so, and dac mutually sustain each
sis. A prime example of this emerging paradigm is the other’s expression (Chen et al., 1997; Pignoni et al.,
visual system of metazoans, where despite a broad 1997). Studies performed in mammalian systems sug-
range of distinct morphologies, there appears to be a gest similar cross-regulatory relationships (Wawersik
common and conserved genetic program underlying the and Maas, 2000). Together, these results have led to a
specification and development of the eye. model whereby the retinal determination gene products
Recent work studying the Drosophila compound eye act as a composite transcription factor regulating eye
has delineated the primary components of an evolution- fate specification in both vertebrates and invertebrates.
arily conserved network of retinal determination genes Mounting evidence suggests that the retinal determi-
(Bonini et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1997; Czerny et al., 1999; nation gene network is not reserved exclusively for eye
Halder et al., 1998; Pignoni et al., 1997). Despite the determination, but may serve as a more general pat-
obvious morphological differences between the com- terning mechanism that is redeployed in multiple devel-
pound eye of Drosophila and the mammalian eye, it opmental contexts. Consistent with this hypothesis, in
appears that the initial mechanisms that specify eye both Drosophila and mammals, the retinal determination
fate have been exquisitely conserved (Treisman, 1999; genes are broadly and dynamically expressed in many
Wawersik and Maas, 2000). Essential genes in this cas- tissues outside of the eye field, and loss-of-function
cade include twin of eyeless (toy), eyeless (ey), eyes mutations affect tissues other than the eye (Relaix and
Buckingham, 1999). For example, Eya1 knockout mice
lack ears and kidneys (Xu et al., 1999), while null muta-2 Correspondence: rebay@wi.mit.edu
tions in Drosophila eya result in embryonic lethality with3 Present address: Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. defects in head and gonad morphogenesis (Bonini et
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al., 1993; Bonini et al., 1998; Boyle et al., 1997). The eya
alleles that produce “eyeless” flies result from deletion
of an eye-specific enhancer element in the upstream
regulatory region of the gene (Zimmerman et al., 2000).
Given that expression of the different retinal determina-
tion genes is not always coincident nor are the loss-
of-function phenotypes identical, it seems likely that
individual retinal determination genes may at times func-
tion independently of all or part of the network. Support-
ing this idea, development of the mushroom bodies,
the center of the fly brain associated with learning and
memory, appears to require toy, ey, and dac but not eya
or so (Kurusu et al., 2000; Martini et al., 2000; Noveen
et al., 2000). Similarly, vertebrate muscle development
requires synergistic interactions between Eya, Dach,
and Six, but not Pax6 (Heanue et al., 1999). Figure 1. Putative MAPK Phosphorylation Sites in EYA Proteins
Context-appropriate deployment of the retinal deter- (A) Alignment of consensus MAPK sites in Drosophila, mouse, and
mination transcription factor network must ultimately be human EYA proteins. In Drosophila EYA, the two sites are separated
by only one amino acid (L, leucine). In mammalian EYA proteins,regulated by specific signaling cascades that transduce
the two MAPK sites are separated by 30 amino acids.extracellular signals to the nucleus. Thus, depending on
(B) In vitro mutagenesis of Drosophila EYA. The phosphoacceptorthe particular tissue microenvironment, different combi-
serines were mutated to either alanine to create EYAS-A or glutamic/nations of retinal determination gene products could be
aspartic acid to create EYAS-D/E. The phosphoacceptor residue in
used in conjunction with other tissue-specific transcrip- each MAPK site is marked with an asterisk (*). Standard one-letter
tion factors to promote unique tissue and organ fates. amino acid abbreviations are used.
Supporting the idea that extracellular signaling events may
modulate retinal determination gene activity, decapen-
taplegic (dpp), a transforming growth factor- (TGF-)
mediated signals modulate the function of the retinal
superfamily member, has been shown to synergize at
determination gene network using phosphorylation ofmultiple levels with the retinal determination genes in
EYA as a point of cross-talk.Drosophila (Chen et al., 1999). Similarly, another TGF-
family member, BMP-7, is thought to be critical for main-
tenance of pax6 expression during mammalian eye de-
Resultsvelopment (Wawersik et al., 1999). However, the molecu-
lar mechanisms underlying these interactions are not
EYES ABSENT Contains Two Putative MAPKwell understood, nor is it known whether inputs from
Phosphorylation Consensus Sitesother signaling pathways are also required.
To address the possibility that EYA might be a directIn a genetic modifier screen designed to investigate
downstream target of the RTK pathway, we examinedhow extracellular signals converge on nuclear transcrip-
the Drosophila EYA sequence (Bonini et al., 1993) fortion factor activity during Drosophila eye development,
potential MAPK phosphorylation consensus sites, de-we isolated ten alleles of the retinal determination gene
fined as P-X-S/T-P (P, proline; X, any amino acid; S/T,eya as dominant enhancers of a constitutively activated
serine or threonine) (Clark-Lewis et al., 1991). Investiga-allele of the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) pathway an-
tagonist yan (Rebay et al., 2000). We therefore asked tions of alternative possibilities, including direct tran-
whether isolation of eya might be indicative of cross- scriptional regulation or protein-protein interactions be-
talk between the network of retinal determination genes tween YAN and EYA, have yielded negative results to
and the RTK signaling pathway. Because yan encodes date (I. Rebay, unpublished observations). Two sites
a transcriptional repressor that functions directly down- matching the consensus were found (Figure 1A) and will
stream of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) (Lai be referred to as “MAPK sites.” Both MAPK sites are
and Rubin, 1992; O’Neill et al., 1994; Rebay and Rubin, located 80 residues upstream of the highly conserved
1995), one explanation for our isolation of eya alleles is “Eya domain,” which has been shown to mediate inter-
that EYA might also be a direct downstream target of actions with SO and DAC proteins (Bui et al., 2000; Chen
the RTK/RAS/MAPK pathway. et al., 1997; Pignoni et al., 1997; Zimmerman et al., 1997).
Here we report that Drosophila EYA activity is posi-
Examination of mammalian EYA protein sequences re-
tively regulated via phosphorylation by MAPK in vivo.
vealed similarly located MAPK sites in mouse and hu-We find that eya and rolled, the gene encoding the RTK
man EYA1, EYA2, and EYA4, suggesting that MAPKpathway MAPK, interact synergistically and that these
phosphorylation might be important for an evolutionarilyinteractions extend to developmental contexts indepen-
conserved aspect of EYA function or regulation (Figuredent of eye determination. Specific kinase assays dem-
1A). EYA1 contains two MAPK sites, whereas EYA2 andonstrate that this genetic synergy reflects a direct inter-
EYA4 retain the second site but have a less stringentaction between MAPK and EYA, whereby EYA serves
two amino acid consensus, S/T-P, at the first. No con-as a substrate for MAPK phosphorylation. These results
sensus MAPK sites were found in EYA3, although theprovide a mechanistic link between an extracellular sig-
less stringent two amino acid consensus is present atnaling pathway and a member of the retinal determina-
tion gene network. We therefore propose that RTK- the second site.
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Table 1. Frequency of Ectopic Eye Induction Associated with exhibiting ectopic eyes in the three strongest lines and
Expression of EYA Transgenes only5%–10% showing the phenotype in the remaining
lines. A comparison of the range of phenotypic pene-EYAWT EYAS-A EYAS-D/E
trance observed for EYAS-A versus EYAWT revealed thatLine EE (%) n EE (%) n EE (%) n
the entire spectrum associated with EYAS-A falls within
1. 78 299 42 306 92 325 the range of the weakest three EYAWT lines. Thus, on
2. 73 298 38 337 91 330
average, mutation of the two MAPK sites to a nonphos-3. 72 325 37 389 90 310
phorylatable form reduced EYA’s effectiveness at induc-4. 62 315 7 312 88 324
ing ectopic eye formation. Supporting the notion that5. 55 296 7 310 80 334
6. 42 307 6 343 79 328 differences in penetrance and severity of the pheno-
7. 3 310 5 311 65 310 types reflect differences in EYAWT and EYAS-A activity
8. 3 315 3 312 60 323 levels, we found no apparent reduction in amount of
Ave. 49 2465 19 2620 81 2584
expression or stability of the EYAS-A protein nor any alter-
The line refers to the specific transgenic line assayed. EE, ectopic ation of its subcellular localization (data not shown).
eye; n, number of flies of the appropriate genotype counted; Ave., In the converse experiment in which the MAPK sites
average.
were mutated so as to mimic the constitutively phos-
phorylated state (EYAS-D/E), the incidence of ectopic eye
formation increased to an average value of80% (TablePhosphorylation of the Two MAPK Sites Modulates
1). Furthermore, flies expressing EYAS-D/E exhibited anEYES ABSENT Activity In Vivo
increase in the size and number of ectopic eye patchesTo investigate the importance of the two MAPK phos-
relative to flies expressing EYAWT (Figure 2C). For exam-phorylation sites with respect to Drosophila EYA func-
ple, in EYAWT lines, ectopic eyes usually formed on onlytion, the effects of mutating the phosphoacceptor resi-
one side of the head (Figure 2B), whereas in EYAS-D/Edues were assessed in transgenic flies using an ectopic
lines, ectopic eye induction often occurred bilaterallyeye induction assay. First, site-directed mutagenesis
(Figure 2C). Thus, mimicking the constitutively phos-was used to replace the serine residues in both sites
phorylated state dramatically enhanced the efficacy ofwith alanine (referred to as EYAS-A), effectively destroying
the EYA transgene in promoting ectopic eye formation.the MAPK sites (Figure 1B). Second, the serine residues
As with EYAS-A, EYAS-D/E lines exhibited no obviouswere mutated to glutamic or aspartic acid (referred to
changes in expression, stability, or subcellular distribu-as EYAS-D/E) to mimic the negative charge associated
tion of the protein product that might provide alternatewith phosphorylation (Figure 1B). Transgenic lines ex-
explanations for the apparent increase in activity (datapressing wild-type EYA (referred to as EYAWT), EYAS-A,
not shown).and EYAS-D/E under control of the UAS promoter (Brand
To assess whether both MAPK sites are critical forand Perrimon, 1993) were generated and crossed to
EYA function, transgenes containing single MAPK sitea dpp-Gal4 strain (Staehling-Hampton et al., 1994) to
mutations were assayed for ability to promote ectopic eyeinduce tissue-specific expression. For each construct,
formation. These transgenes are referred to as EYA1S-A,ten independent lines were assayed, and the data from
EYA2S-A, EYA1S-D, and EYA2S-E, where 1 and 2 refer tothe strongest and weakest were discarded. For the re-
the specific MAPK site mutated. Expression of thesemaining eight lines, 300 progeny of the appropriate
transgenes produced intermediate results compared withgenotype were scored for each cross, and the percent-
the lines in which both MAPK sites were altered (dataage of flies exhibiting ectopic eye induction was calcu-
not shown). For example, both EYA1S-A and EYA2S-A trans-lated (Table 1).
genes exhibited an average of30% ectopic eye induc-On average, expression of EYAWT induced ectopic eye
tion, a value that represents an increase relative toformation in 50% of the flies assayed (Table 1 and
EYAS-A but a decrease relative to EYAWT. Similarly, bothFigures 2A and 2B). Most ectopic eyes were found on the
EYA1S-D and EYA2S-E transgenes exhibited an intermedi-head near the eye and around the base of the antenna
ate value of 65%, suggesting reduced activity relative(Figures 2A and 2B). Patches of red eye pigment were
to EYAS-D/E but increased activity relative to EYAWT. To-also frequently induced on the wing hinges and under-
gether, these results suggest that both MAPK sites addi-side of the metathoracic legs as well as occasionally
tively contribute to EYA function and regulation.on the wings, legs, and antennae (data not shown). As
expected when surveying a collection of independent
transgenic insertions, positional effects resulted in a MAPK Phosphorylation Positively Regulates EYA
When interpreting the consequences of overexpressingfairly broad distribution of phenotypic strengths. Thus,
for the eight lines shown in Table 1, penetrance of ec- a transgene, genetic determination of whether the ob-
served phenotype reflects an antimorphic (dominanttopic eye induction ranged from almost 80% in the
strongest line to 5% in the weakest. negative) or a hypermorphic (dominant activated) effect
helps in assessing whether the particular transgene isStrikingly, when the nonphosphorylatable EYAS-A
transgene was expressed, the average incidence of ec- functioning in a positive or negative manner relative to
other regulators of the pathway. By genetically reducingtopic eye formation dropped to20% as compared with
the 50% observed with EYAWT (Table 1). In addition, the the dose of the endogenous gene, it is possible to distin-
guish between the two possibilities.size of the ectopic eye patches was noticeably reduced
in EYAS-A (data not shown). As with the collection of To confirm that the ectopic eye induction associated
with expression of the EYA transgenes reflects an in-EYAWT lines, penetrance of ectopic eye induction associ-
ated with EYAS-A was variable, with 40% of the flies crease in EYA activity, we asked whether a 50% reduction
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Figure 2. MAPK Phosphorylation Modulates EYA Activity during Eye, Wing, and Thorax Development
(A) Wild-type fly head.
(B) Head from a fly expressing UAS-EYAWT and dpp-Gal4. An arrow points to a patch of ectopic eye tissue on the head adjacent to the antenna.
(C) Head from a fly expressing UAS-EYAS-D/E and dpp-Gal4. Arrows point to multiple patches of ectopic eye tissue on both sides of the head
and around the antennae.
(D) Head from a fly expressing UAS-EYAWT, UAS-rlSEM, and dpp-Gal4. An arrow points to a large ectopic eye patch with more striking ommatidial
definition than when EYAWT alone is expressed.
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respond to stress and may exhibit some functional re-Table 2. Effects of Modulating Dosage of eya, rolled, and basket
on EYA-Associated Eye Induction dundancy (Garrington and Johnson, 1999; Martin-
Blanco, 2000; Widmann et al., 1999). Although isolationEYAWT EYAS-A EYAS-D/E
of EYA in an RTK pathway-based genetic screen (RebayMutation EE (%) n EE (%) n EE (%) n
et al., 2000) made ERK the best candidate, other MAPK
wt 98 298 42 306 92 325
family members could also potentially phosphorylateeya 50 313 20 304 76 322
EYA. Currently, specific loss-of-function mutations arerl 34 310 13 310 80 303
available for only two members of the MAPK family inrlSem 100 314 — — — —
bsk 97 333 — — — — Drosophila, ERK (Biggs et al., 1994) and JNK (Riesgo-
JNK 96 307 — — — — Escovar et al., 1996). The gene rolled encodes ERK,
egfr 58 313 — — — — whereas the gene basket encodes JNK. Two stress-
For EYAWT, the strongest line (not shown in Table 1) was used. For responsive MAPKs, p38a and p38b, have been cloned
both EYAS-A and EYAS-D/E, lines 1 (as shown in Table 1) were used. and characterized in overexpression assays, although
Mutation refers to the genetic background (heterozygous for the specific mutations have not yet been reported (Han et
allele indicated) in which the specific EYA transgene was expressed. al., 1998; Han et al., 1998).
Abbreviations are as follows: EE, ectopic eye; n, number of flies of
To address whether phosphorylation of EYA by MAPKappropriate genotype counted; —, not tested; wt, wild-type; rlSem,
is physiologically relevant, we asked whether geneticallyUAS-rlSem; and JNK, UAS-JNK.
reducing the dose of either ERK (rolled) or JNK (basket)
could suppress the phenotypes associated with EYA
overexpression. Our rationale was that if optimal EYA
in dosage of endogenous eya could suppress the pheno- activity requires at least two MAPK-mediated phosphor-
type. In all three cases (EYAWT, EYAS-A, and EYAS-D/E), flies ylation events and if the necessary MAPK is present in
heterozygous for a null eya allele showed weaker and limiting amounts, then a 50% reduction in endogenous
less penetrant phenotypes (Table 2). For both EYAWT MAPK activity should result in less efficient phosphory-
and EYAS-A, a 50% reduction in ectopic eye formation lation of EYA, thereby producing less severe pheno-
was observed. Suppression was less pronounced with types. One caveat is that these experiments were per-
EYAS-D/E transgenes, consistent with the interpretation formed in a wild-type background with respect to
that EYAS-D/E is a hyperactivated protein. endogenous EYA. Therefore, because the ectopic eye
These results, in conjunction with the finding that the induction phenotype is sensitive to reductions in dosage
of endogenous EYA (Table 2), it is not possible to tellEyaS-A and EyaS-D/E products are less and more efficient at
whether suppression reflects a direct interaction be-promoting ectopic eye induction, respectively, suggest
tween the MAPK and the product expressed by the EYAthat EYA function is positively regulated via phosphory-
transgene or whether it is an indirect reflection of thelation of these two MAPK sites in vivo. The fact that
dose sensitivity of the phenotype relative to endogenoussome activity is retained in the EyaS-A transgenes implies
EYA activity. In either case, however, suppression wouldthat MAPK phosphorylation does not provide a simple
strongly support a role for that particular MAPK in regu-on/off switch, but rather serves to modulate the level of
lating EYA function in vivo.EYA activity.
The results of these experiments showed that rolled
mutations dramatically suppressed EYAWT phenotypes,
ERK, the MAPK Encoded by rolled, Regulates EYA whereas basket mutations had no effect (Table 2).
Activity In Vivo Strong suppression of EYAWT phenotypes was also ob-
The results obtained from overexpressing the EYAWT, tained with mutations in the epidermal growth factor
EYAS-A, and EYAS-D/E transgenes implicate MAPK phos- receptor (egfr), suggesting that activity of the canonical
phorylation as positively regulating EYA activity. Dro- RTK/Ras/MAPK cascade participates in modulating
sophila, like mammals, has multiple MAPK family mem- EYA activity (Table 2). Together, these results suggest
bers, including ERK, that mediates RTK/Ras initiated that in vivo, ERK, the MAPK responsive to RTK-initiated
signals, the Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK), and the p38 signals, but not JNK, positively regulates EYA activity.
stress-responsive MAPKs (Widmann et al., 1999). Less A double mutant between rolled and basket suppressed
is known about the upstream signaling mechanisms that EyaWT at the same level as rolled alone, suggesting there
are no synergistic effects between these two kinasesactivate JNK and p38 MAPKs, although both families
(E–H) Wings of flies expressing UAS-EYAWT and dpp-Gal4. The full range of phenotypes from very mild to very strong is shown. (E) An example
of the mildest phenotype where only a single extra bristle is induced near the margin along the third wing vein. The inset shows this at higher
magnification. (F) A wing still in the “Mild” category as listed in Table 3, but with a stronger phenotype. The inset shows a higher magnification
view of the tufts of extra bristles induced near the margin along the third wing vein. (G) A wing in the moderate end of the “Strong” category
showing a large blister, as well as extra bristles near the margin along the third vein. (H) A severely blistered and malformed wing, representing
the upper end of the “Strong” category.
(I) Thorax of a dpp-Gal4/ fly. The arrow points to the scutellum, which has the wild-type pattern of four macrochaetae (bristles).
(J) Thorax of a fly expressing UAS-EYAWT and dpp-Gal4. An arrow points to the scutellum where there are six bristles.
(K) Thorax of a fly expressing UAS-EYAS-D/E and dpp-Gal4. An arrow points to the scutellum where there are nine bristles. This fly exhibits the
extreme end of this phenotype.
(L) Thorax of a fly expressing UAS-EYAWT and dpp-Gal4 that has a moderate defect in thoracic closure. An arrow points to the midline of the
thorax, highlighting the failure of the right and left sides to fuse properly.
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(data not shown). In a related experiment, we found
that coexpressing EYAWT and an activated allele of ERK
(Brunner et al., 1994; Oellers and Hafen, 1996) enhanced
the penetrance and severity of the phenotypes, whereas
coexpression of EYAWT and JNK did not (Figure 2D and
Table 2). Because the EYAWT line shown in Table 2 al-
ready exhibited a completely penetrant phenotype, the
enhancement associated with coexpression of acti-
vated ERK was not evident numerically. However, coex-
pression of activated ERK with a weaker line (EYAWT
line 8 from Table 1) produced a 3-fold increase in the
percentage of flies having ectopic eyes (data not shown).
Furthermore, in both strong and weak EYAWT lines, the
severity of the phenotype in terms of size, distribution,
and ommatidial definition of the ectopic eye patches
was noticeably enhanced upon coexpression of acti-
vated ERK (Figure 2D). Control experiments in which
UAS-rlSem and UAS-JNK alone were expressed yielded
no ectopic eye formation (data not shown). These data
suggest that the amount of activated ERK is limiting in
vivo and that ERK synergizes with EYA to promote eye
morphogenesis.
Interestingly, a reduction in rolled dosage was also
able to suppress the phenotypes associated with EYAS-A
transgenes (Table 2). Because the two MAPK sites are Figure 3. EYA Is Phosphorylated In Vitro by ERK and p38 MAPKs
effectively destroyed in this construct, the suppression (A) 32P-labeled proteins. GST alone is not phosphorylated by any of
is unlikely to reflect a direct interaction between ERK the MAPKs (lanes 1, 5, 9, and 13). MBP is efficiently phosphorylated
and the EYAS-A product. Two possible interpretations by all four MAPKs (lanes 2, 6, 10, and 14). GST-EYAS-A is phosphory-
lated less efficiently than GST-EYAWT (compare lanes 3, 11, 15 to 4,could explain this result. First, additional sites in EYA
12, and 16) when ERK, p38a or p38b are assayed. JNK does notcould be phosphorylated by ERK, apart from the two
appreciably phosphorylate either GST-EYAS-A or GST-EYAWT (lanesMAPK consensus sites we identified. Second, the sup-
7 and 8).
pression could simply reflect downregulation of endoge- (B) Total protein amounts. Ponceau S staining of the same blots
nous EYA. The fact that reduction in rolled dosage sup- shown in (A) was used to visualize the total amount of fusion protein
presses to a greater extent than reduction in eya dosage substrate used in each kinase assay. The GST-EYA fusion proteins
were partially degraded in several of the experiments, resulting in(Table 2) is consistent with this interpretation, assuming
additional lower bands that run at the same rate as either MBP orthat the pool of endogenous ERK is limiting. In this case,
GST alone (lanes 3, 4, 11, 15, 16). The higher band in lane 10 isthen the amount of ERK produced in a heterozygous
probably the result of spillover of GST from lane 9. Lane numbers
rolled background would be insufficient to activate even are numbered 1–16. Lanes 1–4, kinase assay with ERK. Lanes 5–8,
50% of the endogenous Eya, and thus, even stronger kinase assay with JNK. Lanes 9–12, kinase assay with p38a. Lanes
suppression would be obtained relative to that seen with 13–16, kinase assay with p38b. For each MAPK, the upper panel
shows the portion of the gel where the GST-Eya fusion proteinsa 50% reduction in endogenous eya.
resolve while the lower panel shows the bottom part of the gel whereConsideration of the genetic interaction data obtained
MBP and GST resolve; the middle portion of the gel is not shown.with the EYAS-D/E transgenes increases the likelihood of
Arrows point to GST-EYAWT. Abbreviations are as follows: GST, glu-
the second scenario. A 2-fold reduction of either endog- tathione S-transferase; MBP, myelin basic protein.
enous eya or endogenous rolled led to a comparable
15% reduction in penetrance of ectopic eye induction
in the EYAS-D/E background (Table 2). If EYA function MAPK is direct, kinase assays were performed to assess
were regulated via MAPK phosphorylation at additional which MAPK phosphorylates EYA preferentially in vitro.
sites, we would expect that reducing the dose of rolled Activated ERK or JNK were immunoprecipitated from
should have a greater impact on the phenotype than Drosophila S2 cultured cells transfected with appro-
reducing the dose of eya, even in the hyper-activated priate cDNA constructs. Both kinases were active, as
EYAS-D/E background. Thus, we favor the explanation that demonstrated by their ability to phosphorylate myelin
suppression of EYAS-A and EYAS-D/E upon reduction of basic protein (Figure 3, lanes 2 and 6) and GST-YAN
endogenous ERK is primarily attributable to the dose (data not shown). GST-EYAWT and GST-EYAS-A fusion
sensitivity of the phenotype relative to endogenous EYA proteins were generated and tested for the ability to
activity. The fact that suppression of EYAS-D/E was less serve as ERK or JNK substrates. Consistent with the in
striking than that observed in either the EYAWT or the vivo genetic results described previously in this article,
EYAS-A backgrounds is consistent with the hypermorphic ERK phosphorylated GST-EYAWT, whereas JNK, al-
nature of the EYAS-D/E product. though clearly active, did not (Figure 3, lanes 4 and 8).
The phosphorylation event appears specific to the two
MAPK sites, as the GST-EYAS-A fusion protein was notEYA Is Directly Phosphorylated by ERK
and p38 MAPKs appreciably phosphorylated by ERK (Figure 3, lanes 3
and 4). Consistent with our isolation of eya alleles in anTo complement the in vivo genetic experiments and to
determine whether the interaction between EYA and RTK pathway based screen, the results of the in vivo
RTK-Mediated Signaling Regulates EYA Activity
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Table 3A. Wing and Bristle Defects Associated with Expression of EYA Transgenes
Wing defects
WT (%) Mild (%) Strong (%) Bristle (#) n
EYAWT 0 60 40 6.0 2600
EYAS-A 15 71 14 5.6 2426
EYAS-D/E 0 59 41 6.3 2767
B. Effects of Modulating Dosage of eya, rolled, and basket on EYA-Associated Wing Defects
Wing defects
Mutation WT (%) Mild (%) Strong (%) n
wt 0 24 76 336
eya 0 97 3 304
dac 0 96 4 302
so 0 83 17 306
rl 0 90 10 303
rlSem 0 7 93 337
bsk 0 31 69 329
JNK 0 18 82 347
egfr 0 86 14 379
(A) Wing defects were scored as wild type, mild, or strong. Mild phenotypes ranged from a single extra bristle along the third wing vein (Figure
2E) to many extra bristles in this region (Figure 2F). A wing phenotype was scored as strong if there was any sign of blistering. Strong
phenotypes ranged from small blisters to tiny, shriveled wings (Figures 2G and 2H). Bristle (#) refers to the average number of scutellar
macrochaetae per fly. Data represent the average value from eight independent lines.
(B) The same EYAWT line used in Table 2 was used for these experiments. Mutation refers to the genetic background (heterozygous for the
allele indicated) in which EYAWT was expressed.
Abbreviations are as follows: n, number of flies of appropriate genotype counted; wt, wild-type; rlSem, UAS-rlSem; and JNK, UAS-JNK.
genetic and in vitro biochemical experiments both sug- penetrance of each phenotype, whereas substitution
with a negatively charged amino acid (EYAS-D/E) in-gest that ERK plays a more prominent role in phosphory-
creased the severity and penetrance (Table 3A and Fig-lating EYA and regulating its activity than does JNK.
ure 2; data not shown). These results suggest that similarThe p38a and p38b MAPKs were also tested for ability
molecular mechanisms regulate EYA activity in multipleto phosphorylate EYA using the in vitro kinase assay.
developmental contexts in addition to retinal determina-Both p38a and p38b phosphorylated GST-EYAWT at lev-
tion. Thus, as in the ectopic eye formation assay, phos-els comparable to those obtained with ERK (Figure 3,
phorylation of the two MAPK sites increases EYA activa-lanes 4, 12, and 16). These results suggest a possible
tion during wing, bristle, and thorax development. It isrole for the p38 MAPKs in activation of EYA, although
worth noting that in the wing, EYAS-D/E expression didin vivo validation of these predictions must await the
not result in stronger phenotypes than EYAWT (Table 3A),isolation of specific mutations in p38a and p38b. How-
perhaps indicating that the amount of activated MAPKever, given the recent report suggesting p38b MAPK
is less limiting in the wing than in other tissues. Support-functions downstream of dpp signaling (Adachi-Yamada
ing this idea, a reduction in rolled dosage resulted inet al., 1999), it is tempting to speculate that our kinase
only a very mild suppression of the EYAS-D/E wing pheno-assay results may provide a mechanistic basis underly-
types as compared with the EYAWT phenotypes (Tableing the genetic synergy that has been demonstrated
3B; data not shown). Thus, in the wing, as in the eyebetween dpp and the retinal determination genes (Chen
(Table 2), EYAS-D/E appears to function as a hyperactiveet al., 1999).
protein.
Although eya loss-of-function phenotypes have not
EYA Activity Is Regulated via MAPK Phosphorylation been reported in adult tissues other than the eye and
in Multiple Contexts Outside of Eye Determination germ line (Bonini et al., 1998; Boyle et al., 1997), and
Over the course of the experiments looking at frequency our own results from generating eya mutant clones in
of ectopic eye induction, we noticed several phenotypes the wing and thorax using null eya alleles were consis-
associated with EYA overexpression that had not been tent with this (data not shown), we have found that all
previously reported. Specifically, EYA overexpression of the phenotypes associated with EYA overexpression
results in wing defects, increased number of scutellar can be suppressed by a 50% reduction in endogenous
macrochaetae, and problems with thoracic closure (Fig- eya (Table 3B; data not shown). This argues strongly
ures 2E–2L and Table 3A). Additional phenotypes, in- that eya is expressed and could play a role in the normal
cluding rough eyes and arista to leg transformations, development of these tissues. Furthermore, similarly
were observed at low penetrance and have not been strong suppression was achieved upon reducing the
extensively characterized (F. Hsiao, A. Williams, and I. dose of endogenous dac or so, suggesting that part or
Rebay, unpublished observations). all of retinal determination gene network may be rede-
As with ectopic eye induction, the penetrance of these ployed in developmental contexts independent of eye
phenotypes was affected by the status of the EYA MAPK formation (Table 3B).
sites in the transgenes. Mutation of the phosphoaccep- Genetic tests to determine which MAPK might be re-
sponsible for modulating EYA activity in these contextstor residues to alanine (EYAS-A) reduced the severity and
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were performed as described for the ectopic eye pheno-
type. Because the thoracic closure and macrochaetae
phenotypes were more variable and therefore less con-
ducive to quantitative analyses, we focused on EYA
regulation in the wing (Table 3B). A reduction in rolled
dosage strongly suppressed whereas a reduction in
basket dosage had little effect on the observed wing
phenotypes. Conversely, coexpression of EYAWT and ac-
tivated ERK enhanced the severity of the wing defects,
whereas coexpression of JNK had little effect. Because
Figure 4. Model: EYES ABSENT Mediates Cross-Talk between Ex-expression of activated ERK alone resulted in ectopic wing
tracellular Signaling Pathways and the Retinal Determination Genevein formation (data not shown), it is formally possible
Network
that the enhancement is additive rather than synergistic.
MAPK, acting downstream of RTK-initiated signals, directly phos-However, within the same wing, the two phenotypes
phorylates EYA (solid black arrow), thereby increasing its activity.
were easily distinguished, and our best interpretation is Because of the regulatory relationships and positive feedback loops
that the Eya-associated defects were enhanced within the retinal determination gene network (indicated by the gray
arrows), increase in activity of one component results in an overallwhereas the ERK-associated ones were not. As we
increase in output of the entire complex. p38 is able to phosphorylatefound in the ectopic eye formation assay, mutations in
EYA in vitro (dashed black line), suggesting a potential mechanismegfr also suppressed the wing phenotypes (Table 3B).
underlying the synergistic interactions reported between dpp andThus, in the contexts of both eye and wing development,
the retinal determination genes. However, the link between dpp,
EYA activity appears to be modulated by ERK, the MAPK p38, and the retinal determination genes is still speculative, as indi-
functioning downstream of the RTK signaling pathway. cated by the question mark and dashed arrows. Examination of the
protein sequence of TOY, EY, SO, and DAC reveals MAPK sites in
all proteins except TOY (I. Rebay, unpublished observation), sug-Discussion
gesting the potential for multiple layers of regulation of retinal deter-
mination gene activity via MAPK phosphorylation (thin black dashedThe retinal determination genes encode transcription
arrows).
factors and putative trans-activators that effect eye fate
specification programs in both vertebrates and inverte-
brates. Despite progress in deciphering the dynamic, Given that the NOTCH, HEDGEHOG, WINGLESS, and
interdependent relationships between members of this DPP/TGF- signaling cascades also operate during eye
network, understanding of the extracellular signaling events development (Treisman and Heberlein, 1998), it is tempt-
that modulate their activity remains limited. Here we pro- ing to speculate that signals from all of these pathways
vide a biochemical link between a specific signal trans- may combine in unique ways to regulate retinal determi-
duction pathway and a member of the retinal determina- nation gene activity.
tion gene network. We demonstrate that EYES ABSENT Several lines of genetic evidence are consistent with
activity is positively regulated via ERK-mediated phos- the hypothesis that RTK/RAS/MAPK signaling may
phorylation, thus placing EYA directly downstream of
modulate retinal determination gene activity. First, mu-
the RTK/RAS/MAPK signaling pathway. Furthermore,
tations in dac were initially identified as suppressors of
we show that such regulation extends to developmental
Ellipse, a gain-of-function allele of the EGFR (Mardoncontexts outside of eye determination.
et al., 1994). Although genetic synergy need not imply aRTK signaling, acting through the canonical RAS/
direct biochemical link, from the direction of interaction,MAPK cassette, has been shown to play multiple and
dac would be predicted to play a positive role in EGFR-diverse roles during Drosophila eye morphogenesis. Re-
mediated events. Second, in a genetic screen designediterative signaling through the epidermal growth factor
to investigate how extracellular signals regulate nuclearreceptor (EGFR) pathway is essential for almost all as-
transcription factor activity, we isolated ten eya allelespects of eye morphogenesis (Baker and Rubin, 1989;
as dominant enhancers of a gain-of-function allele ofXu and Rubin, 1993; Freeman, 1997; Dominguez et al.,
the RTK pathway antagonist yan (Rebay et al., 2000).1998; Kumar et al., 1998). A provocative new article
In addition, we found that eya mutations dominantlyproposes yet another role for EGFR signaling as a ho-
suppress an activated ras allele (Rebay et al., 2000). Asmeotic determinant of eye versus antennal fate (Kumar
with dac, the direction of these interactions predicts aand Moses, 2001).
positive role for eya downstream of the canonical RAS/While the retinal determination genes are best known
MAPK signaling cassette during RTK-mediated events.for cooperatively serving as a “master control” circuit
Taken together, these genetic observations suggest thethat switches on the program of eye fate determination,
retinal determination genes could serve as specific ef-the function of these genes is important for many as-
fectors of RTK/RAS/MAPK signaling during eye devel-pects of eye morphogenesis (Bonini et al., 1993; Curtiss
opment.and Mlodzik, 2000; Hazelett et al., 1998; Mardon et al.,
The results presented in this article reveal a mech-1994; Pignoni et al., 1997; Treisman and Heberlein,
anism consistent with these genetic observations,1998). The striking coincidence of reiterative require-
whereby EYA provides a molecular link between EGFR/ments for both RTK signaling and retinal determination
RTK signaling and activity of the retinal determinationgene function raises the possibility that at various stages
gene network (Figure 4). Specifically, we demonstrateof eye development, EGFR-initiated signals might be
that EYA activity is potentiated via phosphorylation byspecifically implemented in part via coordinate regula-
tion of some or all of the retinal determination genes. ERK, the MAPK functioning downstream of the RTK
RTK-Mediated Signaling Regulates EYA Activity
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pathway. According to our model, enhancement of EYA most likely ERK functioning downstream of the EGFR/
activity, acting via the positive feedback loops known to RTK pathway. Activation of EYA via MAPK phosphoryla-
regulate this network, ultimately increases overall output tion likely provides a point of cross-talk between these
from the retinal determination genes. Phosphorylation intercellular signaling pathways and the network of reti-
of EYA could enhance its ability to transactivate and/or nal determination genes. Furthermore, we show that
modulate specific contacts with other proteins, whether this strategy for regulating retinal determination gene
retinal determination gene products or other unknown activity is redeployed in multiple developmental con-
tissue specific transcription factors, in such a way as texts. We have noted that EY, SO, and DAC all contain
to increase output from the transcriptional complex. MAPK phosphorylation consensus sites, suggesting
Thus, we propose that RTK/RAS/MAPK signaling, by that the retinal determination network could be more
positively and directly regulating EYA, increases output generally regulated by MAPK signaling pathways (I. Re-
from the retinal determination gene network and conse- bay, unpublished observation; Figure 4). Consistent with
quently drives eye morphogenesis forward. this idea, zebrafish Pax6 has been shown to serve as a
However, recent work suggests that RTK signaling substrate for MAPK in vitro (Mikkola et al., 1999). In vivo
may antagonize, rather than potentiate, retinal determi- experiments will be needed to determine whether other
nation gene function (Kumar and Moses, 2001). Their members of the retinal determination network are regu-
results demonstrate that overexpression of activated lated via phosphorylation by MAPK or whether EYA in
components of the EGFR pathway, starting with the fact represents the sole point of cross-talk. Given the
ligand and proceeding down to RAS and RAF, induces functional conservation between the retinal determina-
a homeotic transformation of the eye to an antenna. tion genes in Drosophila and mammals, it seems likely
Strikingly, however, they find that the MAPK cassette, that the signaling mechanisms regulating their activity
which lies downstream of RTK-mediated signaling will be similarly conserved.
events, is not involved in this early tissue fate decision.
Experimental ProceduresThus, the homeotic decision between eye and antennal
fates appears to be mediated by a MAPK-independent
In Vitro Mutagenesis of EYA’s MAPK Sitesaspect of EGFR signaling. This suggests that in the initial
The Eya coding region was amplified from a Drosophila eya cDNAphase of eye determination, EGFR signals through an kindly provided by N. Bonini (Bonini et al., 1993) using the polymer-
unknown MAPK-independent pathway to inhibit the an- ase chain reaction, subcloned into Bluescript, and sequenced. Stra-
tennal disc from inappropriately adopting an eye fate. tagene’s Quick-Change mutagenesis scheme was used to alter the
phosphoacceptor residues. The sequence of primer pairs used toMolecular epistasis experiments indicate EGFR signal-
create EYAS-A, EYAS-D/E, EYA1S-A, EYA2S-A, EYA1S-D, and EYA2S-E is avail-ing functions upstream of the retinal determination
able upon request. EYA constructs were shuttled into pUAST (Brandgenes; however, the mechanisms linking the two path-
and Perrimon, 1993), and transgenic lines were generated as pre-ways remain to be elucidated.
viously described (Rebay et al., 1993).
Although the multiple feedback loops associated with
both RTK signaling and retinal determination gene activ- Genetic Interactions
ity potentially could complicate these interpretations, All genetic interactions were tested with at least two independent
transgenes. In all cases, the data were consistent with the exampleour results, together with those of Kumar and Moses
shown. Depending on the chromosomal insertion site of the specific(2001), suggest RTK signaling plays dual and opposing
transgene, either recombinant chromosomes or doubly balancedroles during eye development. Kumar and Moses (2001)
stocks carrying both the transgene and the specific mutation beingpropose that an early, MAPK-independent aspect of
assayed were established. These stocks were then crossed to either
RTK signaling antagonizes the decision to become an the dpp-Gal4 driver that results in ectopic eye induction (we refer
eye. We have shown that a MAPK-dependent signal to this as 57A1) (Staehling-Hampton et al., 1994) or the dpp-Gal4
positively promotes eye morphogenesis later in devel- driver that results in wing and bristle defects (we refer to this as
dpp2) (Hazelett et al., 1998). Additional fly strains used includeopment by directly modulating EYA activity. The fact that
eyaG130, rlSR135, bsk1, flb, so3, dac3, UAS-rlSem, and UAS-JNK.the same pathway can exert such apparently opposing
effects is not unusual; depending on the specific con-
Kinase Assaystext, the same signal may be interpreted in strikingly
Drosophila S2 cells were transfected with cDNA constructs express-
different ways (Marshall, 1995). ing either ERK (kindly provided by E. Hafen), JNK, p38a, or p38b
Our results further indicate that MAPK-mediated regu- (kindly provided by T. Ip). Activation of the MAPK was achieved by
lation of EYA activity extends to developmental contexts cotransfection of activated RAS (RASV12) in the case of ERK, by
concurrent osmotic shock (addition of 300 mM NaCl) and heat shockindependent of eye determination. Specifically, we find
(38C for 10 min) for JNK, and osmotic shock alone for p38a andthat overexpression of EYA results in defects in wing,
p38b. Cells were lysed in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl,bristle, and thorax development. As we demonstrate
0.5% TX-100, 0.5% NP-40, 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid,
with respect to eye morphogenesis, EYA function in 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 2 mM sodium
these contexts also appears to be positively regulated pyrophosphate, 50 mM -glycerolphosphate, 50 mM NaF, and a
by MAPK phosphorylation. Although loss of function protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). The activated
studies have not yet revealed a role for eya in these MAPKs were immunoprecipitated using anti-MYC monoclonal 9E10
(a kind gift from R. Fehon) for ERK, anti-JNK agarose conjugatecontexts, the wing phenotypes associated with EYA
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) for JNK, and anti-overexpression are markedly suppressed upon reduc-
Flag M2 affinity gel (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for p38a and p38b. Immu-tion of endogenous eya, dac, or so, suggesting that
noprecipitates were washed into kinase buffer consisting of 25 mM
the entire retinal determination gene network may be HEPES (pH 7.4), 25 mM MgCl2, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 20 M ATP,
redeployed in contexts independent of eye formation. 0.1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 25 mM -glycerolphosphate. GST-
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that EYA activ- EYAWT and GST-EYAS-A express amino acids 222–439 of EYA fused
to GST. Kinase assays were performed in 20 l reactions containingity is potentiated upon phosphorylation by a MAPK,
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10 l kinase buffer, 5 l fusion protein substrate, 5 l activated and Zipursky, S.L. (1994). The Drosophila sine oculis locus encodes
a homeodomain-containing protein required for the development ofkinase, and 1 l 32P -ATP (3000 Ci/mmol; Dupont/NEN, Boston,
MA) and incubated for 30 min at 30C. Reactions were stopped by the entire visual system. Neuron 12, 977–996.
adding sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis Chow, R.L., Altmann, C.R., Lang, R.A., and Hemmati-Brivanlou, A.
sample buffer and boiling; 3%–15% gradient gels were run, and (1999). Pax6 induces ectopic eyes in a vertebrate. Development 126,
proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose. The blots were stained 4213–4222.
with Ponceau S to visualize total protein and then exposed to a
Clark-Lewis, I., Sanghera, J.S., and Pelech, S.L. (1991). Definitionphosphorimager screen.
of a consensus sequence for peptide substrate recognition by
p44mpk, the meiosis-activated myelin basic protein kinase. J. Biol.Acknowledgments
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